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MEET RMC GAMING

One of my favorite things about each NOVA Open is the opportunity to fuel my hobby by visiting the
vast array of vendors that set up shop in the heart of the Hyatt Regency. These vendors carry
everything from the most popular models in the biggest gaming systems, to unique hobby tools and
accessories that I might not even know about.
Today, we will take a look at one of the vendors who will grace the NOVA Open 2019: RMC
Gaming. A Toledo based company, RMC produces 3D printed terrain, cosplay props, and hobby
accessories.

NO:

Give us a bit of background on your company/business. How long have you been in
business? What is your mission statement?

RMC: I’ve been in business for just under 2 years, my mission statement is to provide large scale
gaming props and terrain at affordable costs.
NO:

What is your most popular product?

RMC: My most popular product is paint pot holders by far.
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Which product of yours deserves more attention than it gets?

RMC: The terrain ruins pieces, they are awesome quality and size and would add a lot of depth to a
gaming table.

NO:

How did you get into the tabletop wargaming business? Did you begin as a gamer?

RMC: Yes, I began with a single printer looking to print some extra terrain, from there I just kept
getting requests and fell in love with 3d printing.
NO:

Where are you located? Do you operate a storefront location or are you online only?

RMC: I’m in Toledo, Ohio and am currently running online only.
NO:

What would you like to say to our readers to encourage them to visit your site?

RMC: The stuff is awesome, the props are huge, and look fantastic, and I am always adding more
stuff.
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What makes your company special/unique? What separates you from the rest of the
pack?

RMC: Mainly the fact that I am willing to work with people on sizing, my quality is second to none,
there are a lot of bad 3d prints out there in terms of quality. I only send out something that I
would keep for myself in terms of quality.
Another thing that separates me is my contributions to the tabletop gaming community. I don’t
make a ton of money off this. I donate a ton of props and terrain at cost often to help with
events around the country.
NO:

What sort of hobbies do you participate in outside of work?

RMC: Any tabletop games, board games, and I love cruises.
NO:

If you could gain entry to a new area of expertise or new demographic, what would it
be?

RMC: Probably CnC machining and laser cutting.
NO:

What goals have you set for your business in 2019?

RMC: Keep pumping out quality designs and listen to customers to see what they would want
available.
NO:

What has been your company’s finest achievement in business? Have you won any
awards?

RMC: I have not won any awards, I’m not even sure they exist for what I do, but my finest
achievement is honestly the feedback I get from the NOVA Open raffle donations I do. It’s
awesome to have the opportunity to give back to the community in such a big way.
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What do you know about The NOVA Open Charitable Foundation? How long has your
company been contributing to our endeavor and what are your favorite ways in which
to contribute?

RMC: I know quite a bit now. I am part of Chapter of Hope which donated the huge Ultramarine
army last year led by Alex Good. And this year CoH is taking an even bigger role with NOCF,
I help Alex run things when he needs it, and I also contributed the Bolt pistol from last year
and this year will be the 4-foot Demon sword.

